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Ethics of Fngineering Education

CONTRIBUTIONS OF ISt,AMIC IJNIVERSrn ItS TO
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS: A CASE SlTJnV OF

INTFJRNATIONAL ISLAMlC lJNIVltRSrrV, MALA V81A A.N\)
cnESCENT UNIVE:RSITV ABEOKlJTA

Ibrahim Olatunde Urhman

ABSTRACT
This paper studies about the absence of moral and religious e{Ii ics ill the tormulut ion ot
professional ethics that is responsible for the Islamic ethical development. lur this reason. 1111';
paper as a matter of urgency will ill the remaining sections attempt ~cs~d~c~ ls l.uuic te.ichiugs
as' it affects professional ethics, the contents and contexts of the syllabi <Jill! the curricular tha!

(I make lip the study of Islamic universities and the approaches adopted in teaciting ill order [(I

l demonstrate how Islamic Universities in particular impact on professiona I .rnd ((I,)fa I dh itS ill Ilit'

'. ining of sCientists, cn(Jineers flnancial experts etc The teaching of Islamic ethics is !ndav
offered jp Islamic universities like nterria ID1~al ~J!aniic UnivCI::--ity lVlaL;'lysia ..ai\.; t..:-'ICSU:t

University, Abeokuta in Nigeria. This paper examines the objectives of te.rching courses 'lI1

Islamic ethics within the broader goals and objectives of tile University system as well : file
Teaching Method~)logy employed in teaching thek courses. In addition~ If examines 1Ile iverall
academic context H1 which the courses are taught in fh.e'!)·e-tsl<llmc Universities.

1. INTROIn]CTION
In a recent presentation (Urhman, 2(08), the author argues that it is the S udy 0' secular sciences
along.Islamic ethical principles that can make them Islamic. This is wha di in guishes Islamic
Civilization which reached its zenith and peak in the middle ages, the same pc:ri,'.! ;\';11 i~ '\q)i("(,'d
as the dark ages ill European History. The remarkable achievement attained by th(~ Islamic
Civilization was to shake Europe from its slumber (Lewis, 1973). According (0 D. M. Dunlop
(1958), the contributions of Muslim scholars to modern education started appearing ill Europe
from the tenth century and by the thirteen century, there were the wide publicurions of lite works
of Muslim scholars in almost all branches of knowledge. These Muslim scholars Were known as
hukamii or wise men under the tutelage of the Caliphs. They were so culled because according I,.
S. H. Nasr (1968), they were indeed universal scholars who mastered llWIIY fields of physical,
natural, 111ll1l(1!land revealed sciences. They were also guided by ethical considerations III their
works. It is these ethical considerations that ~rf' mi!'sipg in (he rie"el('j)!llcn~ ·~f ','.'~'!·,"~:p~):':l:":
science and III tact the conduct of contemporary professional in various fields Stich .1'; cngillecring,
biomedicine and the financial industry. Consequently, the lack of ethical conduct has led III it 1(\1 lIf
human made problems as can be seen in the next section.

2" CONSEQUENCES OF UNETHICAL CONDUCT
Despite the advancement of contemporary society in almost all ramiticat ions, human and IIOIl

human lives as well as huge resources and wealth have been wrecked and destroyed b) some of
, this same advancement because of unethical conduct of many professionals in spire or acclaimed
technical, economic and scientific achievements. In a recent study (Solihu, 2007) it has been
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shown for instance (hat the natural disturbances that do occur wh ich are erroneously depicted by
some disasters' analysts as wicked disasters, aside alleviating the hungers and thirsts or all
creatures and endowing the universe with the capability to sustain human, non human and (Hiler
COIlSI!tlleIl15 or lilt' universe's J1~eds ~r<::also do nor eouar- the death {oil from human !!1c1Lk
disasters, Even such human disastrous occurrences as death which is a divine natural means of
Ilwilliailling. balance in the world .. also do not equate the death toll from human made disasters. It
is when humans tamper with the natural means of maintaining balance in the world and the
susiainability ul all the species of beings that catastrophic disasters ofmumaginablc magnitude are
inflicted OIl the entire environments and its differing and teeming communities. This can be 5Ct."11

in the ilia n 11l:1', human made disturbances such as wars, WMD, roxie wastes; pollution, diseuses.
global warming" desert ifica! ion, soil degradation and erosion are now gradually destroying. the
equilibrium of the ecosystem. The emergence of modern technology and industrialization marked
the beginning 0(' the prevailing catalogue oC ecological problems. The inventions <If science have
made wars, which is a portent medium of earth degradation more horrible and destructive. During
the Second World War, the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were completely obliterated by
American atomic bombs. This unwholesome development for humanity and other inhabitants of
the biosphere is the fallout or an unethical mindset. Similar problems to the above have also been
identified ill the financial industry. According to Prof. Dr. Shamsher Mohamed (August 2U()2), tile
failure of large corporations can be traced (0 financial riascos or resulting ill huge financial losses
and erosion or public confidence in (he financial system. These scandals that have rocked and are
still likely (0 rock tile iiuanciat markets making Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) and the
management of various firms to make huge fortunes at the expense of their clients, some of whom
lose all their life savings, point to unethical conduct in financial markets (March 20(5): He argues
Ilmt since all llll: 1I.II<JIICi,t/scandals have called into question the ethics involved in the financial
1)( navior o I tiP.: 101' .nauagcmenr of the above firms, rhere is ,l dire need [or ethical behavior 1'01'

professionals in the financial industry since the industry cannot function without rhe elements of
transparency, justice and prudence. It is therefore, the contention of this paper that it is the absence
of moral and religions ethics ill the formulation of professional ethics that is responsible 1(1r this
development. hlr this reason, this paper as a mailer of urgency wilt in the remaining sections
attempt to assess the Islamic teachings as it affects professional ethics, the contents and contexts (It"

the syllabi and the curricular that make lip the study of Islamic universities and the approaches
adopted in teaching ill order to demonstrate how Islamic Universities in particular impact on
professional and moral ethics in the training of scientists, engineers, financial experts etc. rite
teaching or Islamic ethics is today offered in Islamic universities like International Islamic
University Malaysia and Crescent University, Abeokuta in Nigeria. This paper examines tlte
objectives or teaching courses 011 Islamic ethics within the broader goals and objectives ur ihe
University system as well <IS the Teaching Methodology employed in teaching these courses. In
addition, it examines [he overall academic context ill which the COLI .ses are taught in these lsl.uuic
Universities.

3. PROFI~SSIONAL ETHICAL BEHAVIOR AND THE TEACHlNGS
OF ISLAM

While the terms ethics <llld morality are usually used ill day to day conversation illiercilang.cal1ly,
Ilti~ term ethic: which comes fro.n the Greek word, ethos refers to a set of behavioral I'ltccpb,

principles und concepts lil,ll are central to the life of a community, people and race. The rcun
morality 011 lite other hand, which is derived from the Latin word, mores refers to peopies '
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Ethics or Engineering Education

conduct, practice and custom (William, 1972, Asaju, I <)97 and PojIlUJI, .!O().!). III short. ('lliirs III
reality is the theoretical study and reflection of morality; it asks value l.uleu qucsuous su as hi

establish normative, concepts and precepts tor morality or human behavior :llill e:llll,llIl'1. In IslB1l1.
lslamic Scholars have used different terms to refer to both ethics "lid IIluralily as kltul.], fill/dlh,
and adab (See Hughes, 181)5, Encyclopedia ofIslam, I%J, AI-GIHlLhll al-rvlisr}, I<)(iO) r\lltill'"
Arabic words reveal the comprehensiveness, richness and holistic pcrsptTti\r:' Ill' ,"Ihie:: ;'1\(1

morality ill Islam, Khulq is used to describe a person's innate. character and "L'!la\ ior ill,;1 :t~ iJlLI/"
denotes its outer auribures. shape and physiognomy. II IS 111this sense 111<11Ih,· 1101\ I'rupltl't III
God '(SA W) used the plural of Khulq or a/-aKha/iiij when he declared that pan '.11 :I!c' divine
purpose ill sending him as a prophet was to perfect good morals (Al-GIH!LIiIT 011-[\ I isn. I<i!{UL I k'
was Iherctore commissioned as a prophet so as to 'instruct and gllidc~ luuuunit ,: Iltroll~h his 1)\\1)
personal conduct moral perfection. The terms tahdib, and udlll, on the dlh,'r luuu.l implie's
disciplining, training, nurturing and grooming a person in the mind, soul alld (HIl\\';trd disPll~[(illl\,
Hence tile term adab IS seen by Ciibb (1979) as a synonym of 5;IIII/hlh. This is ill line Wilh Ihe
Hudith of - 'A'Ishah who once described the SUIl/1u/i as (he Qur 'all ill pnH:licc' (AI-lili:l/;Ht .rl-
Misri, 1980),
Adab however reflects the culmination of the process of learning and traustuissiun 01' kllll\\'lnfge
which as explained by al-Attas is the perfect man (illsiill al-Kiitn iI), The individual which till"
Islamic educational structure seeks to produce is one that is refined, cultured und di';l'iplillt:L1 amI
can therefore be instrumental in restoring Islamic leadership and scientific, moral ;tnd spiriliial
values, To him, al-adib or the well-educated, cultured and discipluu-d giuhal s,'/iuLiI' ICCI1~lliLl'S
the proper places of things inthe divine scheme and the ability to relate 10 ~llltliings ill r',\IS1(:nl'l: ill
a jusr manner (al- '((tin and with just and appropriate comportment (<li-uc!un),[lliJ rile dt'lillili()11 Ii('
ul-adib Dr ul-iilint (the scholar) can therefore he located in the quali. ies ;[lId <,/1;\1i!l'!L'!'islil'~of :!

Muslim scholar. According to Al-Ghazali, the scholar's autonomy and illd'~IWildt'IICl' I'ai<:g"nh~,
':;UC:i scholar as iililll af-"G ,)( not. He uphoids rile coruminneru or scno iars IU "1l(l\\,IL'(\~c' rC~;irdkss
of rem liner at ion, love for teaching, attachment to asceticism and disdain III 1 Ille worldh .uuuruou s
as sound qualification of Islamic inrellectualisrn.] 9J Thus the goal <Ie t:dllCdtl('" III 1s:'''11 I, tu Ie,,,,
humankind to become true 'ibiid or servants of Allah which is Iran~lalc:d into Ulif,I/,dl (\1

vicegerency of A llah. So tile search for knowledge in Islam is not esseut iall) tor maleriili hut
divine pursuits and the attainment of perfection, orderliness and balance ill the order o t creation. lu
the same manner, knowledge: is therefore meant to serve human ity as part 01' creal i,)I1,I':>OJ
So the development of the perfect mall (insiin al-Kiunih in all fields or ic:al'lling IIItISI Icum lill'
objectives and goals of the Islamic university and any university Ihat falls short of these IW\J\c:
goals cannot be regarded as a true Islamic university, This must have inlunued the cstablisluueu:
of Islamic universities in various parts of the Muslim world as would be revealed shun ly.

4. OBJECTIVES OF ACADEMlC STOny IN THE MlisLlIVl WORL!)
Considering the above Islamic philosophy of education, Muslim scholars agreed 1)11ihe neL'd Illl'
the establishment of International Islamic Universities tor the academic xrud-, or lsl.uu which I~
directed at addressing the dilemma created by the bifurcation in [\,tll~lil1\ educ.uiou. lh i-,
bifurcation had led to the emergence of two different sets of graduates in tvluslim n'lIl1lril'::'
graduates of secular institutions that could articulate modern concerns or human rI~llIS plllI'itil\Pl
globalization and equality ere without knowledge of ISlamic traditional sciences .In!! ~r;l.tllales 11/
Islamic trad.rional institutions that <lie well vCI::ied ili Islamic llildiliolla: :;CitIiLO inu i;likti II'
grasp the intricacies of the above modern concerns, This approach by the: IlIltTIIHtillt1a! lslami;
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Ethics of Engineering Education

University Malaysia and other Islamic Universities on the scientific study of Islam based on a
adequate conceptualization of Islamic epistemology or theory of Knowledge and which gave birth
to the Islamization of knowledge movement was both a rejection of the inadequacies of secular
and traditional institutions that produced half baked intellectuals and westernized Muslims who
became authorities on Islam.[21] The above epistemological inadequacies according to Fazlur
Rahman (d. \988) can be overcome by nurturing the growth of a genuine, original and adequate
Islamic intellectualism.Iz Z] This is "Islamization of knowledge" which is now widely accepted all
over the Muslim world. The aim of Islamization is to bring the epistemological and philosophical
foundations of modern science in line with the teachings and principles ofIslam. It calls for an all-
embracing study of secular sciences and their applications - technology - based 011 revealed
knowledge or in other words an integration of revealed knowledge with the whole body of human
knowledge. This elective approach must be employed to select from both the traditional Islamic
and western approaches that which is most sound and correct and welded together to form an
Islamic intellectual structure. Many Muslim scholars such as al-' Attas, al-Faruqi and Hussein
Nasr and institutions such as the International Institute for Islamic Thought and the International.
Islamic Universities have pioneered studies in this area.

5. TEACHING AT INTERNATIONAL ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY
MALAYSIA (HUM) AND CRESCENT UNIVERSITY, ABEOKUTA

This approach is what has been adopted by the International Islamic Universities established for
the scientific study of Islam. Based on the need to recapture this Islamic intellectualism, as defined
and articulated at the first and subsequent conferences on Muslim education, the International
Islamic University Malaysia for instance teach Islamic traditional sciences like usul al-Din, fiqh,
Qur 'an Hadith and ethics as part of a General Studies programme to all students in the Human and
Science, Engineering, Business and Management subjects .etc. in an integrated curriculum. This
exposes students to a broad, balanced and holistic curriculum and orientates them not only to
memorizing and reporting Islamic theoretical heritage but also methodological gathering,
analyzing, questioning and critiquing Islamic texts and contemporary issues. The curriculum
inculcates in"students the ability to relate the sacred to the profane, theory to practice and religious
to the secular. At HUM, the Islamization of knowledge is implemented through students majoring
in one of the Islamic traditional sciences like usul al-DII1, flqh, Qur 'an and Hadith and doing their
minor in any of the social sciences or humanities. They may also combine Is-lamic Law with
Common Law and specialize in Finance which includes Islamic Finance as part of the core
courses. These major and minor courses constitute core University requirements designed to
realize the well defined aims, vision and mission of IIUM.[23]
The experience at Crescent University IS SImilar, to the above. Crescent University which takes
after the International Islamic University Malaysia is engaged currently in teaching Islam both as a
general university course and with other subject combinations. Students are open to offer l::U:;c.'
degree in Islamic Religious Studies programme with Computer Science, .Banking and Finance,
Actuarial Science etc. At the end of their studentship, these students will be awarded combined
Honours degrees in Islamic Studies with any of the above subject disciplines. These combinations
are designed in order to produce Islamic Scholars who also possess professional and basic
knowledge of their second field of study. Consequently, students who have registered for the B.Sc.
combined Honors in Islamic Studies will be exempted from all the general courses on philosophy
of Islam and beginners Arabic, which they are expected to fully, study as part of their core' courses
in Islamic Studies. This brings us to the general courses on philosophy of Islam and beginners
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Arabic, which in addition to the above; ·the researcher was responsible for introducing, designing
and has been teaching at the nascent Crescent University for three academic sessions. The courses
on Philosophy of Islam 1 and 2 as well Arabic for beginners I and 2 are taken by the entire
University students. They constitute the cornerstone of Crescent University's vision, philosophy
and mission and spawns about a typical sixteen week semester during with an average of a week
spent on each topic within the courses' outiines. At Crescent University, Islam is taught in order to
produce Scholars who possess professional general and basic knowledge of other different fields
of study and also possess core knowledge ofIslamic Studies as well as Islamic ethics by taking the
general courses on philosophy of Islam and beginners Arabic, which they are expected 10 fully,
study as part of their core courses in the University. Ultimately the students in the Islamic
Universities learn that Islam has an essence and core. Its core and essential unifying dynamic that
binds together Muslims of diverse socio-economic, political and cultural realities includes not only
faith both most importantly Islamic ethical behavior. A fundamental teaching of Islamic ethical
behavior is the concept of goodness. Kayr, Birr and lhsan in Islam are some of the terms for
anything, action, utterance and behavior that is beneficial and useful not only to the doer but also
to everybody and thing (Qur 'an2: 177, 180 and 3:192). The concept of goodness from the above
verses implies that faith and piety are meaningless unless they make a person retrain from acts that
are harmful to others and therefore undesirable. He"nce the averting of harm takes precedence over
the acquisition of benefits, hence all human actions that lead to the above problems and precipitate
harmful impacts such economic frauds and scams, environmental damage and pollution, and are
forbidden no matter the personal and selfish gains derived by their perpetrators.

6. THE PLACE OF PHILOSOPHY IN TEACHING AT ISLAMIC
UNIVERSITIES

Since ethics asks vaiue questions, it is grounaed in logic and reason. This is why it is a branch of
philosophy. Though many scholars have argued that the teaching of ethics must be left to
philosophy and no. identified with any religion. ;~can be seen from the !!l ethica! cnnci'!('t or '1"j"y

professionals today that in moments of conflict and selfish interests, it is very difficult to remain
incorruptible and moral. No matter the regulations put in place, many people would not refuse to
cheat and defraud if they have an iota of doubt they will be caught. It is for this reason that moral
precepts can be' inculcated through religion and faith. It is incorrect to claim that logical and
critical methods are taboo in Islam. They might be taboo in some parts of the Muslim World hut
not' in Islam. Islamic scholarship has always upheld intellectual honesty, integrity and objectivity
as parts of its essential and core tradition. Hence Islamic scholarship must today confront
theological postulations on larger sociopolitical, economic and environmental issues such as
feminism, peace and conflict studies, citizenship, environmentalism and inter and intra religious
dialogue. This is in line with the methods of deduction employed by Muslim predecessors in
developing the early Islamic intellectualism. The methods include jaded, (debates and dialectics),
muniizarah (disputations and intellectual discussions). These methods provided the intellectual
atmospheres for the growth and proliferation of over a hundred Schools of thought in early Islam.
Most of these schools however died out when they ceased to produce scholars capable of
defending their. jurisprudential differences or khilafThe sources' of the Shari'oh otherwise known
as musddir ai- the Shari'ah or usii] al-Shari'ah \.ndude legal deduction or Ijtihiid as sanctioned b)'
the Prophet himself when he appointed Mu 'az 'hI' 1<1ba\as governor of Yam an" \n addilion, '\ 1mi\r
lbn al-Khattab also gave Shuray, the Judge, a similar sanction when he ordered him to into what is
obvious to him in the book of Allah before giving legal ruling on any matter and not to ask
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anybody about it.[24J There is therefore a need for the sustaining of philosophy in the cuu iculum
of the academic study of Islam. Al-Ghazall, though a traditionalist, who is credited to have routed
tile philosophers, argues in support of what can be termed tafsir bil Istinbat (the facilties of
deduction or personal opinion) which today is viewed as the prerogative to the modernists. Al-
Ghazall upholds the deductive method, because most of toe sayings of ion' Aobas and ibn Mas'ud
were based 011 these two facilities, which made the two companions to hold at times irreconcilable
views on the interpretations of some verses. Yet, the Prophet had prayed to Allah to grant Ibn
'Abbas a clear comprehension of His Din and knowledge of various methods for
interpretation.Iz S] According to Nasr it is a means used by Al-Ghazali to defend [slam against the
philosophers themselves and can therefore be used for protecting the truth of Islam and repelling
the attack of that may come from different sides. [26]

7. CONCLUSION
Since the goal of Islam is to lead humankind to become true 'ibiid or servants of Allah which is
translated into khiliifah or vicegerency of Allah and the search for knowledge in Islam is not
essentially for material but divine pursuits and the attainment of perfection, orderliness and
balance ill the order of creation, the Islamic Universities have the potential to playa decisive role
in training professionals that are well imbued with the proper ethical framework that is needed
today. In the same manner, these universities would therefore help to serve humanity as part of
service to Allah. As Allah's representatives or Khuliifii' professionals trained by the Islamic
Universities must work for the invention, use and development of what is beneficial, useful and
desirable to the universe at large humans as well as non-humans and engender the well-being and
happiness of humans, animals and other constituents of biodiversity in this world to ensure their
happiness in the hereafter.
The first step of Islamic Universities in this direction should therefore be the education of the
heart and mind to awaken Allah's consciousness and awareness of human's responsibilities to the
welfare of humanity and human civilization staring from self, family, relatives and communities.
They must also enable students discover who they are, where they live and how to live a life of
Godliness. Muslim tertiary educational institutions could be in form of International Islamic
university, Malaysia and Crescent University Abeokuta. One common factor to the teaching of
Islam in these Universities is the inclusion of ethics, morality, logic, philosophy and critical
thinking in their curriculum which is a major strong point that has contributed to the professional
and moral ethical training of their students whether as social scientists, religious scholars, pure
and applied scientists, engineers etc.
This approach affords students the opportunity of being brought up with Islamic ethics,
immersing themselves in Islamic practice as well as sound scientific, social science and Business
education etc. It is heartwarming that many of these Islamic Universities elective approaches are
already producing excellent academic statistics with many of its graduates at the top of their
countries local, state and national educational institutions and administration.
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